
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In a recent interview with Roman Balmakov from “Facts Matter,”  a podcast by The Epoch Times, I

discuss how American medicine was reshaped and holistic medicine sidelined by the Rockefeller

and Carnegie Foundations, starting in 1910. Before that time, natural medicine — using herbs,

homeopathic remedies and general nutrition from food were very popular.

I believe it’s fairly easy to see that the transition from holistic medicine, which treats the cause, to

synthetic drugs that only treat symptoms, has been a driving factor behind the rise in metabolic

diseases. But before I get into the history I want to share an incredible study published last month

that shows 14 out 15 people in the United States are metabolically unNt. This shocking analysis

was published in the Journal of the American College of Cardiology.

I am currently writing a new book, and the Nrst chapter details how Rockefeller captured the U.S.

medical system through a clever campaign that had his foundation strategically invest $150 million

from 1920 to 1930 in medical schools and hospitals. While this may not sound like much today,

adjusting for inUation that is between $4 and 5 billion dollars today.

This investment secured his ability to control the entire medical school curriculum. After 1910 all

natural medical therapies were eliminated and replaced with teaching about drugs. Many may not

realize that most drugs are derived from petrochemicals  and oil was what Rockefeller was known

for.

Understanding how medicine was corrupted in the Nrst place can help us understand current-day

events as well. In many ways, it’s a repeat of the basic process — identify a problem or shortcoming

(whether true or fabricated), pronounce a solution, then tear down the old system and replace it

with a new one.

The Intentional Suppression of Health

Statistics reveal 14 out of 15 American adults are metabolically unhealthy, which is a staggering

realization. As I explain in the interview, I’ve spent the last 25 years educating people about the

foundations of good health, and warning against that which undermine it, which includes

environmental, dietary and pharmaceutical toxins.

While I’ve been disparaged as a “top misinformation spreader” about COVID, the attacks against me

started long before the pandemic, so this is nothing new for me. The fact of the matter is that

holistic health and nutrition have been the top threats to allopathic medicine ever since its

inception, 112 years ago.

They’ve been suppressing knowledge about nutrition and natural health ever since they

successfully banished these concepts from the medical schools. What’s new is that we now have

technologies that greatly facilitate the suppression and censorship of information on the one hand,

and allow Big Pharma to blanket the information space with its propaganda on the other.

The end result is an echo chamber with no diversity of opinion. This is dangerous in any

circumstance, but in particular when it comes to health. These technological advancements have

also facilitated what professor Matthias Desmet refers to as “mass formation hypnosis,” a

psychological condition required for totalitarianism to truly take hold.

Google is a major player in this social engineering project; 93% of online searches in the entire

world are done using Google. But this doesn’t include the dozens of other search engines that use

Google’s application programming interface (API) to access the results, which means that number

is likely north of 95 to 96%. Indeed, a 2022 report showed that 94% of all mobile and tablet

searches are using Google.

That number is beyond shocking. Virtually anyone using the internet is relying on Google’s search

engine. Please understand that all the information on censored sites still exist but if you don’t have

an index or key to locate it, it is the same as if it never existed. Google has very cleverly silently

implemented the 21st century version of the burning of the Library of Alexandria.

Until 2016, it was relatively easy to Nnd information online. Very little was censored. But, over time,

and especially over the past six years or so, Google started tweaking algorithms to suppress

certain kinds of information that are in competition with Big Pharma, Big Food and other globalist

interests.

Today, that information restriction has reached a zenith. It can be very diecult to get to certain

kinds of information, and sometimes you have to bypass labels warning you that you’re about to

read something that has been “debunked” and could harm you if followed, and redirectional

messages telling you where to go and what to read instead.

How the Medical System Was Hijacked

As mentioned, Standard Oil mogul John D. Rockefeller was instrumental in corrupting the medical

system, turning it from a focus on health to a focus on treating symptoms with petrochemical-

derived pharmaceuticals, thereby ensuring that people remain sick — sometimes for life.

John’s father was William Avery Rockefeller, an authentic “snake oil salesman” who impersonated

physicians and conned people into buying his useless “Rock Oil” tonic for cancer — a mixture of

laxative and petroleum. Avery once admitted he would cheat his children every chance he got, in

order to “make ‘em sharp.”  Evidently, John D. learned the lessons of duplicity and fraud well.

In 1901 — after dismantling the public transportation system in the U.S. and taking over the public

education system — Rockefeller set his sights on the medical industry. He founded the Rockefeller

Institute for Medical Research, and appointed Dr. Simon Flexner, a professor of experimental

pathology at the University of Pennsylvania, to head it up.

Flexner’s brother, Abraham, was commissioned by Rockefeller and Henry Pritchett, then-president

of the Carnegie Foundation,  to write a report on the state of the American medical education

system. One of the goals of this study, which became known as The Flexner Report,  was to

improve the credibility of the medical profession.

The now infamous term “trust the science” that Fauci and others famously promoted has its roots

in this report, which was published in 1910, as it sought to impress the importance of scientiNc

medicine. It’s really impossible to overstate the impact the Flexner report had on medicine, as it led

to a complete and radical overhaul.

Virtually every natural medical therapy was criminalized and about half of all medical schools were

forced to shut down. Natural medicine practitioners were put out of business and replaced with

doctors who practiced scientiNc medicine. Natural remedies and ancient effective cures were

dismissed as quackery.

The only medicines deemed reputable were patentable synthetic drugs, invented in the oil cartel’s

own research centers. The new system also put into place barriers for Blacks and women, making it

very diecult for them to get into medical school. Similar changes took place in hospitals.

Rockefeller Yesterday and Today

Through the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, the Flexner report, extravagant donations to

strategic partners and investments in the pharmaceutical industry, Rockefeller gained

unprecedented control over the entire medical system, from education and science to hospitals and

the drug companies themselves.

John D. died in 1937 (actually about a mile from where I currently live), but his legacy lives on. To

this day, the Rockefeller family owns about 50% of all drug companies, and The Rockefeller

Foundation has played a central role in the global cabal’s effort to impose worldwide

totalitarianism.

“ The Rockefeller Foundation is now leading the
charge toward a new food system centered around
synthetic and lab grown foods, which will have the
same effects on health as the late John D.
Rockefeller’s ‘new and improved’ allopathic
medical system.”

For example, the Rockefeller Foundation was part of Event 201,  in which the authoritarian

response to COVID was laid out, and in July 2020, it published “Reset the Table: Meeting the

Moment to Transform the U.S. Food System,”  which calls for a restructuring of the entire food

system to make it more “fair and equitable.”

According to the Foundation, the pandemic revealed deep problems in the U.S. food system that

need to be “reset,” much in the same way that the Flexner report found problems in the medical

system that needed to be Nxed by changing it from the ground up.

So, the Rockefeller Foundation is now leading the charge toward a new food system centered

around synthetic and lab-grown foods, which will have the same effects on health as the late John

D.’s “new and improved” allopathic medical system.

They’ve Declared Their Plan for a Food Crisis

As I mention in the interview, the globalist cabal, which includes The Rockefeller Foundation, the

World Economic Forum (WEF), the World Health Organization (WHO), the Bill & Melinda Gates

Foundation and many other entities and individuals, are not necessarily shy about telling us their

plans.

It’s detailed in publicly available reports, in interviews, mainstream media articles and during the

annual meeting in Davos. So, if you’re observant, and believe what they’re actually saying, you can

know what’s coming. Right now, we’re repeatedly told that the food system is not working, climate

change is destroying food production and that to survive, we need to get used to eating insects and

drinking reclaimed sewage.

Gates is calling on the Western world to abandon real meat and transition to lab-grown meat which

he, of course, is invested in. The Netherlands and Canada are now imposing nitrogen restrictions

that will result in farmers being put out of business, and food distribution centers are mysteriously

burning down around the world.

All the signs for a manufactured food crisis are here. I was a Boy Scout as a youth, and their motto,

“Be Prepared,” has served me well. And, certainly, if there ever was a time to get prepared, it’s now.

They’re dismantling the food system in order to replace it with patented foods, in the same way

Rockefeller replaced natural herbs and nutrition with patentable synthetic chemicals a century ago.

So, if you can, you’d be wise to stock up on food to last three to six months, or more.

A Global Genocide?

On top of the intentional destruction of our food supply to justify the “build back better” agenda,

which is basically code for the implementation of worldwide tyranny, we’re also facing a worldwide

agenda that appears intent on taking as many lives as possible in coming years.

And that includes children. In late June 2022, the United States became the Nrst country in the

world to grant emergency use authorization (EUA) for PNzer’s and Moderna’s COVID jabs for

toddlers as young as 6 months. The Food and Drug Administration issued the EUA June 17,  and

the very next day, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention recommended all toddlers get the

shot as soon as possible.

The sad reality is that our regulatory authorities are an absolute sham. They want you to believe

there are agencies looking out for your best interest, but they’re actually fronts for the drug

industry. Shockingly, they’re not even above sacriNcing children in their efforts to generate

maximum proNts for their masters pulling the strings.

As I’ve described in other articles, the apparent reason for why they’re doing this is because the

COVID jab makers want the jab to be put on the childhood vaccination schedule. When that

happens, they’ll have permanent immunity against lawsuits for any injuries and deaths that happen

and will not have to rely on the EUA any longer.

This is the same kind of liability shield they have under EUA, but to breach the gap from EUA liability

shield to permanent liability shield, they need to get it onto the childhood vaccination schedule. The

EUA for young children and toddlers was a necessary step toward that. Time will tell how many

children end up injured or killed by this decision.

If the adverse event proNle is anything like that of adults, we’ll be looking at tens of thousands of

dead children within a year or two. Fortunately, so far, only 2% of young children in the U.S. have

received the jab. So, even many parents who gladly got the shot themselves now realize that there’s

something wrong here.

FDA and CDC Are Corrupt Beyond Repair

In my view, giving the COVID jab to children is the most egregious and outrageous decision ever

reached in American medicine. It’s just beyond shocking. But it’s not surprising.

In fact, it was anticipated, for the simple fact that these agencies have been thoroughly corrupted

and had, all throughout the COVID pandemic, demonstrated that that corruption. Bioethics are

nonexistent. Human morals are out the window.

All that matters, it seems, is the reign of Big Pharma’s latest innovation, this gene transfer

technology, which the transhumanist cabal intends to play with over time to usher in their

nonhuman utopia. They want humans merged with machines.

They want our brains hooked up to the cloud so our thoughts can be monitored and, undoubtedly,

“corrected” from an external source. The Great Reset is not only a reset of our Nnancial system and

our food system; it’s the reinvention of the human species.

Evidence of Fraud

Now, as I mention in the interview, one of the things that gives me hope is that we’re now seeing

clear evidence of fraud, which is the only thing that might break the iron clad liability shield these

companies have been given.

In September 2021, a group called Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency

(PHMPT) Nled a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request with the FDA to obtain the

documentation used to approve Comirnaty, including safety and effectiveness data, adverse

reaction reports and lists of active and inactive ingredients.

When, after a month, the FDA still had not responded to the FOIA request, the PHMPT sued.  The

FDA and PNzer asked the court to grant them, Nrst for 55 years and then 75 years, to release it all,

but they were overruled. As a result, we’re getting around 55,000 pages or so per month. You can

Nnd them all on PHMPT.org.

A tranche of PNzer documents released in March 2022 included a whopping nine pages of recorded

side effects — 158,000 in all! They knew the jab caused heart problems, myocarditis, stroke, blood

clots, neurological problems — you name it, it’s there. Yet they didn’t tell the public, and neither did

the FDA.

p.zer list release

Murder for ProNt

This is in some ways similar to the case of Vioxx. Merck knew the drug was causing lethal heart

problems but suppressed the information for years — for Nnancial reasons. Vioxx was a

blockbuster drug, pulling in $2.5 billion a year.  By the time the FDA took the drug off the market, it

had already killed at least 60,000.

The COVID jabs, meanwhile, are the biggest blockbusters in medical history. In 2021, PNzer made

$36.7 billion from its shot, Moderna made $17.7 billion. Combined, they project $51 billion in sales

for 2022.

Merck was willing to sacriNce 60,000 lives for an annual proNt of $2.5 billion, which is downright

paltry in comparison to the COVID jabs. Is it any surprise then that the accepted number of injuries

and deaths from the COVID jabs appear to be unlimited? In short, these self-serving, proNt-at-any-

cost decisions are nothing new. It’s just on a scale we’ve never seen before.

PNzer far exceeds Merck’s crimes and proNts as they forecast $32 billion in revenue for their COVID

jab in this year alone and another $22 billion for oral COVID 19 treatment Paxlovid. And, this year,

the company expects to rake in more than $50 billion in global revenue from just those two

medications to treat COVID 19. But, get this, their total revenue for 2022 will likely be over $100

billion!

Unfortunately, our justice system is nearly as perverted as our regulatory system, but if we were

somehow to get an impartial court, and PNzer were to be convicted of fraud, they would lose all

their liability protection and could be held Nnancially liable for every injury and death from their

COVID jab, the damages for which would probably run in the trillions of dollars.
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In the meantime, I believe we’re in for hard times. Government will likely continue pushing for more

mRNA jabs, the WHO will continue its power grab to control health decisions worldwide, food

shortages will likely become reality, the censoring of truth will continue and people we know and

love who took the jabs may suffer and die.

It could continue getting worse for two or three years, maybe longer. So, prepare for all of it,

mentally, emotionally, physically and materially. As intent as the global cabal is on a Great Reset, we

need to be just as intent on a Great Rejection of their plans.

Many systems do need to be dismantled and rebuilt, especially our regulatory, Nnancial, educational

and medical systems, but they need to be rebuilt by us, the citizens of each nation, not the

technocratic, transhumanist billionaires who believe the right to rule is theirs alone.

As for our so-called health agencies, they’ve demolished every ounce of trust there ever was, and I

suspect the only way the American people will ever accept advice from them again is if there’s a

complete reboot. Not a single administrator or adviser from the old guard can be left. Not a single

process can be left unrevised. Missions need to be revamped and oaths to protect public health

need to be written and sworn.

All of this will take time and effort, but it can be done. So, I encourage you to search your heart to

determine what role you may be able and willing to play once the antihuman globalists are knocked

off their pedestal and the true rebuilding begins.
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GLOBAL FASCISM AND TYRANNY, POWER AND ABSOLUTE CONTROL AND SUBMISSION TO THE GREAT RESET AND THE POWERFUL

GENOCIDES THAT MEET IN DAVOS. True science, the right to freedom and a healthy diet, to medicine that saves lives is being

destroyed by the great fortunes. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought against Natural Medicine. That the institutions receive

donations from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is compromising the informative truth because

they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of globalization. The fact checks will come from a

variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated Press, and the Washington Post, which will obviously be

rigged.

It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to deceive and further their agendas. Those responsible for

this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a psychological

strategy to convince people of the goodness of their actions as a preliminary step to the mental domination of people on their way to

the Great Reset. The Rockefeller Foundation, more than a century ago, took over the central education and practical application

apparatus of every medical school and hospital in the United States.

Through bribery, price Nxing, corporate espionage, and the creation of shell companies as a front for illegal activities, Rockefeller and

his evil minions managed to create a medical industrial complex that still dominates Western medicine today. John D. Rockefeller was

in control of 90 percent of US oil production, and this allowed him to buy the favor (literally) of any and all that he needed under the

great pharmaceutical "umbrella" of the.
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Rockefeller pumped $100 million into the "Board of General Education" to END all study of natural medicine (anything holistic) in

all 150 medical schools in the United States and install, permanently, only the study and practice (in hospitals) of prescribing

pharmaceutical drugs that stiUe symptoms of disease and disorder, but never cure anything. He even called the whole

movement "a pill for a sick man." Patients then and now who take prescription drugs regularly are the sickest people on the

planet, typically dying of preventable chronic diseases 10, 20, even 30 years before their normal life expectancy. Big Pharma

was a bigger source of income for Rockefeller than oil ever was or could be. Prescription drugs create 'patients for life' Abraham

Flexner, author of the 1910 Flexner Report, was hired as a hitman to destroy all things natural medicine, while helping to

promote and install all things pharmaceutical-based to "educate" medical college students.

Abraham Flexner, author of the 1910 Flexner Report, was hired as a hitman to destroy all things natural medicine, while helping

to promote and install all things pharmaceutical-based to "educate" medical college students. The Flexner Report applies today

as we see all preventions, treatments and natural cures for COVID and other ailments get buried, banned by CDC, FDA, WHO.

www.theepochtimes.com/rockefeller-medicine-a-poisonous-illusion_451042..  (JUNE 3, 2022)
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"Reset the Table" was released just a month after the WEF announced plans for their "Big Reset". The two events are aligned, in

other words, and WEF members from around the world are leading their respective countries straight into the abyss of hell by

advancing the agenda with each passing day. “It seems that nothing escapes the prophetic minds of the self-proclaimed

designers of the future,” reports AllNewsPipeline of the globalist architects. The Rockefeller Foundation had already predicted it

and called for a renovation of the food system as a whole to address it." we are clearly witnessing the Hegelian dialectic at play,

with the globalists causing the problem, waiting for the reaction of 'the sheep' and then giving them 'the solution' they had

planned long ago. 'DOOMSDAY DOCUMENT' FROM 2020 PROVES GLOBALISTS PLANNED OUT THEIR MASS MURDER LONG

GAME, 'FOOD ARMAGEDDON': THESE DAYS WERE AWAITING US LIKE A TICKING TIME BOMB

allnewspipeline.com/Doomsday_Document_From_2020_Proves_Globalists_Plan..  (July 12, 2022)
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Gui what is not obvious to a majority of people, not because they are stupid, but because until the Planned-Demic they were not

exposed to enough of the many kinds of obscene Predator behavior. Not seeing the 'Welcome to My Parlor said the Rockefeller

Spider to the Fly." Though out & in the open, even though they announce their intentions far in advance, most folks are bogged

down in the distraction show of lights, mirrors, & noise machine, or are already crippled from the toxic waste generated by such.

There is also a veneer promoted to us right from the start of our journey as human beings, indoctrinated by a constant

drumbeat from multiple controlled sources of information until we are programed, set to believe the Predator$ messaging. We

don't know what we don't know, we can't see what isn't shown completely, it's hard for us to act when proper sources are

Nrewalled off for most. Then the Predator$ look like benevolent genius's when they offer their non-solutions to problems, they

have actually created themselves.

When all the Institutions that should protect the public are captive to Globalist/Rockefeller/Gates & fellow Predator$ machine,

most folks are so buried, so crippled in the many initiatives created by this machine, are in no way able to be in position to

connect the dots. To connect the Dots is to follow the Oil/ Financial/Educational/Ag/Food Processing - Supply/ Energy/

Transportation/Med's & now Tech to see it is just one big spider web, Global Predator$ are the spider.

The medicine to cure is Local, Local, Local. While we are no doubt behind the eight ball, we must be way further ahead than we

have been led to believe by the Predator$ Machine or the size and scope of their current campaign wouldn't have been

necessary. We don't change them as they believe they are some form of Homo-Superior, we need to Nnd ways to stop feeding

them, as it is obvious they want all & any resources available to pull off whatever they believe it is they want.
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If we don't push back, then the true meaning of the Predator$ slogan, You Will Own Nothing, and You Will Be Happy will be

revealed. You will be dead and buried. Tah dah, no worries.
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Gracias!! Viva  Yucatan, Mexico. Healthcare is the best here. I wnever go to an American doctor again . Thanks for the read!
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Hi Gui ..and yet allopathy is primary healthcare for only 20% of the World population, which is why they want and need a World

Health Organisation. In reality though how well do these elites really control the World and how possible is a global takeover of

anything? It strikes me that if people stopped watching or reading what is laughingly called 'the news', they might just have

missed the latest threat involved in Project Fear and be immune to it. My feeling is that human beings have as a collective and

as individuals, great untapped resources within themselves.

Sadly too many dissipate these skills on the pull of 'the screen', whether mobile phone or TV. If they were to throw those away

and start communicating with real people and doing something positive to survive as an individual or family, they would regain

those innate strengths. Above all people need to understand what it is to be happy and kind, something the elites know nothing

about. The fact that one of their minions actually believes and expresses that the answer for excess 'humans' (for that read

'everyone but me') is 'drugs and video games', shows how ridiculously uninspired these globalists are and how out of touch they

are with humankind.

How boring their lives must be and how unhappy that they seek to control others and make them as bored and unhappy as

themselves. The whole covid episode and its spawn just reminds me of patronising school education, a cult of indoctrination

that was meant to make learning distasteful and keep me stupid.

Rockefeller owns all the medical schools in Europe too but we still have a thriving - more so now - alternative medicine provision

and its products are sold in allopathic pharmacies because people want to buy them and use them. Furthermore, though the

shiny Pharmacie (and not the Boulangerie) is the biggest shop in every town in France we still have alternative medicine doctors

of all kinds there too because people want them. It's us that drives this not 'them'.
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Thank you JUST, Sanbruno69 and Sue, your very interesting comments. Unfortunately we have true lovers of power and money

among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big

capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, selNsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and

elected oecials who lie to their constituents, trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of

citizens. electorate, ripping off taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military

industrial complex, and giving little thought to the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed legislation could have on

defenseless citizens.

Fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA are pushing. Western medicine has misled most

Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if they don't get all the shots. Most natural remedies,

supplements, superfoods, and herbal tinctures don't come with a list of warnings, side effects, serious allergic reactions,

adverse events, and serious injuries like vaccines deNnitely do.

Vaccines carry dire warnings about blood clots, myocarditis, anaphylaxis, neurological trauma, immune disorders, and the list

goes on. Luckily there are people who are opening their eyes. These angry people who have lost loved ones and have nothing to

live for will go straight to doctors and nurses, media people and probably local parliamentarians, the "easy to hit" soft targets

will be the same people that these genocidal maniacs had us clapping on doorsteps a short time ago.
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A lot of these people know what's going on In fact 130,000 of the NHS workers chose to lose their careers rather than take "the

protection" calling governments a bluff and continued so clearly 130,00 of them know, they knew, and yet most have not said

anything, in fact, they continued to take the money and carry out the protocols, protocols that we all know are killing innocent

people who are there asking for help. Michelle, a 30-year-old nurse, particularly resonated with me because she told me this

about 8 months ago, and I quote her word for word because back then she knew exactly what was going on and exactly what

was going to happen. I have already seen videos of doctors attacked by angry vaccine victims, people who have lost children

and family members at their hands; it will only gradually increase as the situation escalates and the death toll in vaccine

recipients rises higher and higher.

People wake up to what has happened. The link is very descriptive. The saddest thing is that there will be many totally innocent

doctors and nurses who will suffer these murderous wraths of these poison victims, I think we should all urge these people to

drop the tools and go, all of them, both to redeem themselves and to save themselves, before it's too late for all of them.

JUSTICE WON'T COME FROM OUR "LEGAL" SYSTEM. IT WILL COME FROM “THE COLLECTIVE MASSES”.

www.globalresearch.ca/justice-wont-come-from-our-legal-system-will-com..  (August 12, 2022)
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The blog “Krisenfrei”, which has taken over the Nlm “Planet Lockdown” from “Kla.TV”, Nrst brings a brief summary: “Source

News is an online journalism platform based in Scotland. His Nlm 'Planet-Lockdown' is a documentary, according to Source

News, about life and what has happened to our world through the Covid19 agenda. The Nlm includes eyewitness accounts from

around the world and is a counter voice to public reporting and historiography from politicians and mainstream media. But it is

also a 'forensic report' for later judicial re-evaluations. Because the entire Covid19 agenda is a perNdiously planned and

orchestrated crime against humanity on a global level.

With a short relaxation of the Corona measures already showing that the same string pullers will impose a devastating state of

permanent pandemics, the documentary 'Planet Lockdown' takes on special importance as a guide.” PLANETLOCKDOWN:

DOKUMENTATION EINES GLOBALEN VERBRECHENS

krisenfrei.com/planetlockdown-dokumentation-eines-globalen-verbrechens..  (6. August 2022) This session is about a new

analysis on survey data by the Control Group project, which reveals how over 300,000 people from more than 175 countries

have fared without taking a COVID-19 vaccine.

The analysis reveals that the control group did not place a disproportionate burden on health systems and severe COVID-19

disease has been rare. Nine days after the survey report was uploaded, ResearchGate removed it.

www.globalresearch.ca/video-survey-from-control-group-reveals-people-f..

 robert-verkerk/5788032?utm_campaign=magnet&utm_source=article_page&utm_medium=related_articles (July 29, 202
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A truly superb expose of the takeover is Dirty Medicine by Martin J Walker. I Nrst met Martin around 2001 when he was crusading

against this tyranny and was amazed by the depth of knowledge and research that had gone into the book. He also spent a lot of time

in London covering the witch hunt against Andrew WakeNeld and wrote extensively about the way evidence was fabricated and

misrepresented to, eventually, discredit and force him out of the country for merely asking a question. One thing that I was staggered

to learn from him was that the Imperial Cancer Research Fund was set up by a group of surgeons in 1907, not to Nnd cures for cancer,

but to control the information that was fed to the public. That organisation changed its name to Cancer Research UK a few years ago -

CRUK says it all.
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Great reference of DIRTY MEDICINE according to Martin J. Walker in his book. The link reads: The US National Council Against

Health Fraud is a non-governmental agency that works with industry-related government agencies, such as the Food and Drug

Administration. The American Council on Science and Health is an industry-funded organization that publishes industry-friendly

reports on health risks. The Committee for ScientiNc Investigation of Claims of the Paranormal (CSICOP), is a pro-industry

group that lobbies for science and campaigns against alternative medicine. The second part looks at the early careers and work

of various people from different disciplines involved in health care.

They are all involved in innovative, unorthodox work, which has brought them under severe scrutiny and critical attack from

those with vested interests in science, government, or industry. The last three chapters of this part look at British science and

industry lobbies associated with food, pharmaceuticals and industrial science. Chapter 20 introduces the Wellcome Foundation

and discusses this transatlantic pharmaceutical company's connection to the anti-healthcare fraud movement and the British

government. qdoc.tips/dirty-medicine-pdf-free.html
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The most common diseases and disorders that Americans know today are completely preventable and curable. This is

information that almost no doctor wants anyone to understand, and WebMD stands by it. The key to allopathic "medicine" is to

treat only the symptoms of health problems, and never the root cause. Allopathic "sick care" has to do with toxic prescription

pharmaceuticals, radiation, and chemotherapy. Allopathic care is a "dirty pit" of tainted care. Most Americans panic and take

expensive diagnostic tests, leading them down the path of allopathic care for the sick.

Symptoms are signs that “you are doing it wrong”. Physicians are too quick to cover up symptoms with painkillers,

antihistamines, antibiotics that kill the good gut bacteria, it is the Medicine of Chronic Patients that the Rockefeller Foundation

promoted, more than a century ago, taking over the central education and apparatus of practical application from every medical

school and hospital in the United States. Through bribery, price Nxing, corporate espionage, and the creation of shell companies

as a front for illegal activities, Rockefeller and his evil minions managed to create a medical industrial complex.
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Martin Nrst came to me as a customer to sort out his ailing mac, he sent it to me from Spain! It was a most interesting time as

my wife was, now retired, a nutritional medicine consultant, and that really opened my eyes as to what was really going on in the

world... I think that was 1999. We had many conversations and I have copies of all of his books. I recently lent Dirty Medicine to

a very close friend who had long ago listened to our advice concerning health and preventative measures, but in spite of all the

information I'd given him over the last 25 years he was still shocked to read the book.

It really is a must read for anyone who has the slightest doubt about the current agenda and it's great that you found the free

PDF, I didn't know it was out there... but then I have the physical book so wasn't looking for it! Just in case you think there's a

conUict in my information, there isn't. I was looking after Martin's Macs, and his son's, for a couple of years before we met in

person in London in 2001.
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Guillermo, it seems like you must have read the book before I mentioned it here as you very quickly responded with references

within the book. Martin, unfortunately, has had poor health over the last few years and I think the pushbacks and harassment

took its toll on him. I spoke to him a few months ago and although he was okay, it was clear the drive had gone, but given that

he's now 75, it's no great surprise. The time and energy expended battling against superior forces does take it out of you,

especially when you're working alone.
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Modern medicine succinctly described as Medick Slick Trick Sick Sin. Except for E&R of course I'd never go to a homeopath or

chiropractor if I'd lost a leg in an accident even if I could still run fast enough to get to them in time. That was a joke Jeeves.

Very nearly sir, very nearly.en.wikipedia.org/.../Jeeves
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It is always better, when judging people to think about what they do and not what they say or write. Modern doctors trained in

allopathic medicine were never accepted by the aristocracy or 'elites', supposedly because most doctors came from the middle

classes. I believe that was a blind to hide the real reason, in that 'they' knew that this form of medicine didn't work. Call me a cynic but

Allopathic hospitals were just a transmogriNcation, in the UK and I guess elsewhere, of the old workhouses, often using the same

buildings.

Hospital was a continuation of old regime of what to do with the 'plebs' when they could no longer work. They were incarcerated in a

workhouse and offered a little food and a bed in exchange for some form of labour. Allopathy for those of working age was to ensure

that symptoms of those who were sick could be covered up, so as to allow them to go back to work, nothing else. The NHS in the UK

meant those who couldn't afford this, could have their meds/doctor/nurse/surgeon bills covered by those who were still working thus

paying tax.

So ask yourself - what form of medicine do those behind allopathy use? The question known in some cases and deduced in others, is

homeopathy. Apparently the idea that David Rockefeller, who lived to 102, had had 7 heart transplants seems to be an urban myth. All

these aged 'elites' are living on organic food and natural medicine but they want you to eat industrial rubbish/insects fed on

polystyrene/lab-made poison and carry on with allopathy.

Everyone who 'goes out to work' should ask themselves if they wouldn't be better off giving up, getting out and growing and raising

their own food. This is how we lived pre Industrial Revolution and if you look around the gravestones or research your ancestry you will

Nnd many of them lived longer and healthier lives. It was cramped city living, adulterated low-nutrient food, debt, work, pollution and

bad medicine that made people sick. Nothing changes unless we change.
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Yes, Sue, unfortunately any allopathic medicine is marked by the education of the Rockefeller school, although all the doctors

who embrace it limit themselves to following the protocols imposed by BigPhsrma. We must recognize that the acceptance and

adoration of the leaders of the Great Reset and the globalist elite that represents them, is synonymous with subordination, and

the reUection of the decline and degradation of the individual and society governed and manipulated by an elite of Power,

equally decadent and degraded, that sees in its subject the irresponsible and foolish person who must be directed and used at

all times of his life. If survival in life is subject to obedience and this encourages servitude, it will end with the will of the

individual, society will end up admitting all degrading options.

You, SUE, rightly state that everyone who 'goes out to work' should ask themselves if it wouldn't be better to grow and raise their

own food. This is how we lived before the Industrial Revolution. Linking to this apt vision, as Chris Martenson puts it, those who

managed to maintain your integrity during this terrible period of time, congratulations! You are one of the rock stars in this story.

You are a solid person who has courage and stood tall when it mattered most. As for the people who didn't, some can be

forgiven.

But many can't. The doctors who didn't use early known and proven life-saving treatments? Public health authorities who locked

people up and forced masks on children's faces without a shred of science to back up those decisions? Medical hospital

administrators who took the monetary bait and forced patients to follow toxic and deadly regimens of Remdesivir and

ventilators. Clearly, this approach worked, and it worked very well, not only in keeping deaths low, but cases as well. With fewer

cases that were less severe, it's a pretty safe bet that they managed to keep covid under for a long time as well.
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Dr. Pierre Kory recently wrote an exquisitely good article on exactly how Uttar Pradesh achieved its amazing feat. It all started

with a leader who was not afraid to start by rooting out corruption. in the link WOW!!! CDC COMPLETELY REVERSES COURSE.

IT'S OVER! peakprosperity.com/wow-cdc-completely-reverses-course-its-over/  (August 12th, 2022) This session is about a new

analysis on survey data by the Control Group project, which reveals how over 300,000 people from more than 175 countries

have fared without taking a COVID-19 vaccine. The analysis reveals that the control group did not place a disproportionate

burden on health systems and severe COVID-19 disease has been rare.

Nine days after the survey report was uploaded, ResearchGate removed it.

www.globalresearch.ca/video-survey-from-control-group-reveals-people-f..  (July 29, 2022). This letter can be a reference for all

the misinformation written in 20 + 5 strange questions regarding COVID. Passports, fact checkers, censorship will be perfectly

globalized to subtract freedoms and create a global state where tyranny and fascism will be the tools that drive the Great Reset.

There will be no border to misinformation.

An open letter to the White House, Surgeon General Murthy, the Twitter censors, the Medium censors, the LinkedIn censors, the

YouTube censors, the medical community, the mainstream media, all members of the US Congress, world leaders, all public

health oecials anywhere in the world, all "fact-checker" organizations, and members of the California legislature, especially

Assemblyman Evan Low and Senator Dr. Richard Pan. COVID MISINFORMATION: 20 QUESTIONS THEY DON'T WANT TO

ANSWER www.globalresearch.ca/20-questions-they-dont-want-answer/5775680  (03/27/2022)
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On the subject of food policy, the Canadian government recently published its policy on genetically altered foods. The corporate

enterprises are allowed to gene edit with no information to consumers -and no information to government. They will make the decision

as to when information will be released and there is no government oversight. They label it novel foods (a description that makes it

sound benign and nothing to worry about) and no oversight is necessary. If you have no information on the constituents of food you

cannot trace bad outcomes to the source. Meanwhile they go into long details about how to publish information on nutrition like

percentage fats and detail where this should be on packaging on the idea that people will make better choice amoung the nitritionless

offerings. DeNnately trust the science but have the ability to differentiate between political and physical science.
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Is the food policy promovida por el Great Reset y directed por cuatro de las corporaciones de pesticidas ms grandes del mundo

designing natural foods. Is por eso que patrocinan collectively el programa "Agricultura en el saln de clases", que no es ms que

un medio de publicidad para promover sus products transgnicos plagados de pesticides a la proxima generacin. Estas cuatro

empresas poseen el 54 por ciento del mercado mundial de plaguicidas y se han apoderado del 36 por ciento del mercado

mundial de semillas. Todo lo que se interpone en su camino es una generacin de personas informed que podran rechazar este

monopolio de las millas y el attack qumico a los alimentos naturales. Es por eso que la industria ahora se esfuerza por

adoctrinar a los escolares sobre los beneNcios de los GMOs, por que los GMOs deben alimentar al mundo y por que los

pesticides son tan seguros.

This type of propaganda has been used in estadounidense schools, especially at university level. The ex-administrator of the

escuela secundaria y ahora vicepresident del Consejo de Canadienses, Leo Broderick, habl: “Esta intrusin corporativa en

nuestras escuelas es inaceptable. No podemos permitir que las corporaciones enseen a nuestros estudiantes y hacemos un

llamado a todos los Ministros de Educacin provincials para que detengan este webinar y protejan a los estudiantes de esta

propaganda corporativa”. www.naturalblaze.com/2017/03/groups-warn-corporations-promoting-gmo-pr..
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It took years to discover round up sprayed on wheat to dry it at harvest was the REAL problem to my health not the wheat itself.

In 2003 my Doc said there is something going on with our food, he had read some articles translated from German..... We know

now purchased organic food can be tainted. Within weeks of my doing the "cold" turkey diet, eliminating almost all starches,

processed food and chemicals, I was signiNcantly healthier. Things my Dr and I thought were ok turned out not to be. It was trial

and error eating and adding things back.

We grow a signiNcant amount of our produce now. My son and I have regained our heath. He wants me to make a gardening

diary, so he knows when to do things. Aug 15th is bird netting on the grapes day! Done before he headed out to his boat this

morning. He also wants me to write down all the wholistic medicine that I use, almost all from herbs I can grow here. One of the

things I had hoped for as I aged was to be looked to as a wise one...... BOTH kids call and ask me things. I am a happy happy

mom.
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When I was growing up, I was so sure I knew so much information that things could not possibly be different than what I understood

them to be. I know different now. I know that I am ignorant simply because facts have a way of humbling all of us. I happen to be

average in memory. Where I have always been good is with seeing different ideas in many ways. Dr. Mercola has always been a hero to

me simply because he is often well in advance of modern medicine in his concepts and his ideas, especially in the treatment of

various conditions of illness. Usually more than a year in advance. He marches to a different drummer than our current bunch of witch

doctors in control.

The rich people in control over everything are showing that they do not see the consequences. Nor are they aware that everything is

being controlled for an ultimate change in everything. The ultimate control is really a lot further above the food chain than they realize.

What they really need to be doing is setting up the planet in such a way that all of humanity wins, not just a select group of wealthy

individuals. Nature will ultimately win. One way or another if they do not do things a whole lot different than currently planned. Every

action has an equal and opposite reaction. The proNt motive is only good as long as the long term result is also good.

I do not see that kind of foresight. What I do see is crooked people gaining temporarily. If they are recycled souls some time in the

future, then they have made their own hell here on Earth. Is this the place you would want to live after they make their changes? We are

here for a relatively short period of time in these bodies in this life. I am close to the end of my current life. I turned 80 on the 10th.

Potentially I could die this year or 20 years from now. The point is all of these so called wealthy individuals face the same situation as

do I. The only difference is the "when". That means they all better straighten up their acts.
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Spot on. Dr Mercola helps me get through the proganda. Back in the early days of the internet I could Nnd links to research that

helped me make good health/lifestyle decisions. I could experiment and see for myself if these theories worked. There were a

lot that worked. By the 2000's the "googles" of the world began manipulating your search results and they would redirect you.

Fortunately, Dr. Mercola still appeared in searches if you dug 10 to 40 pages into the hits. Today, that's all gone! I don't know

where or how to get around this. It seems that a revolution is the only way to resolve this but even then the majority believes Big

Pharma is their savior.
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Well said, Dr. Mercola. We can push back one person at a time by boycotting and voting with our dollar. I never eat out, never buy

government sanctioned food. If it is packaged and made by someone else, I won't buy it or eat it. I grow beef, pork, mutton, goat meat,

vegetables, eggs, goat milk and make goat cheese and lard for my family and friends, neighbors, and local health food market. Small,

regenerative, some what sustainable. If I have to buy what I need, I make sure it's organic. Consequently, my animals don't see vets or

get vaccinated; I don't have any thing to do with the AMA or doctors...and I'm 78years old.

Dr. F. Batmanghelidj, M.D.'s books on hydration and the symptoms of dehydration are eye-opening readings. ("You're Not Sick, You're

Thirsty", "Water and Salt", "Your Body's Many Cries for Water", "Water Cures, Drugs Killl" to name a few of his books.) Currently, I'm

drinking 6 - 7 quarters of water per day with Fulvic Ionic minerals and licking lots of Redmond Real salt after chugging 20 oz at a time.

Hydration Nxes all kinds of chronic symptoms of dis-ease (dis-comfort). One ounce of water per one pound of body weight. I am

drinking two ounces per one pound of body weight...that was what I need to do away with ALL my symptoms of dehydration, from

allergies, back pain, arthritis, constipation, hair loss, dry skin, lethargy, sleeplessness, muscle aches...it's totally amazing!

www.watercure.com is a place to start. And listen to Dr. Mercola!
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I want to buy from you! Keep up the good work!
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It seemed inevitable that the war would resort to conventional weaponry in the end. Biochemical warfare was tried, bioweapons in the

form injections and an information war with censorship and suppression were only partially successful, as the truth tends to seep out

of the pores of the liars-in- chief when their lies are beyond satire; a political war in de facto coups d’etat on a global scale, a Nnancial

war to chain us to government control and a technological war to track and trace our every movement and store our DNA are still

active, but in the end perhaps plain old fashioned bullets might be our risky but saving grace.

The enemy is well aware of the Nerce resistance there will be to the U.S. constitutional right to bear arms in self defence, in spite of a

few stage-managed shooting atrocities. The Na-zi rule book did not waste time with all of the above except perhaps IBM technology to

identify the great unwashed destined for oblivion. Their tactics were basic and brutal: it was a raus, raus, at gun point, when the

defenceless were ordered from their homes. But if you can’t beat em, join em. If gun laws remain, then use that as an excuse to take

up arms yourself. If this report from the Health Ranger is true, then the IRS, like all good fascists, are simply following orders

(assuming the IRS is the equivalent of Inland Revenue or HMRC in the UK).On the IRS website, I found plenty of information on how the

IRS does not discriminate re civil rights on grounds of race, religion, colour, blah blah blah (rough translation: it does discriminate

against tax paying, white, domiciled nationals) but when I tried to Nnd out what it considered those “civil rights” to be, it came up with

the usual 404 page inaccessible. www.irs.gov/.../accessibility-notice-of-rights
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Yes, humanity is at war where the elite strike to kill us or enslave us. The Great Reset, the World Economic Forum is involved in

a series of deeply interrelated agendas that will impose substantial changes in 200 areas of human life for those who are left

alive. World crises are often provoked, and others unleashed by the corruption of institutions, and large multinationals, which

take advantage of the situation to grow, while the poor are getting poorer. These interrelated agendas include the

implementation of the elite's eugenics program that will give them full control of the remaining transhuman population in a

world ruled by technocrats.

The Global Elite is both mad and criminal, its members have no idea what it means to experience 'ordinary' human life, with its

daily struggles and occasional triumphs. These programs include efforts to develop and deploy relevant technologies that will

subvert human identity, human freedom, human dignity, human will, and/or human privacy.

www.globalresearch.ca/elite-coup-kill-enslave-us-why-cant-governments-..  (July 25, 2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/global-elites-kill-control-agenda-destroying-foo..  (February 01, 2022)

feelingsNrstblog.wordpress.com/key-articles/global-elite-is-insane-re..

 desultoryheroics.com/2021/10/01/killing-off-humanity-how-the-global-el..
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This has all the earmarks of Germany before WW2. The intelligent citizens of Germany sat idly by as Adolph Hitler, a corporal in the

Austrian army during WW1, who tried to stay in the army after the war, was denied for they did not want him. Bitter, he became a

troublemaker, so Germany threw him in jail. Even though he wrote his book Mein Kampf, his book of REVENGE on the system, he was

mysteriously released. It actually sold over 5 million copies. The rest is history and as Thomas Jefferson said, "Evil triumphs when

good men do nothing". But this next one also seems beNtting for today, "I think myself that we have more machinery of government

than is necessary, too many parasites living on the labor of the industrious.

Government big enough to supply everything you need is big enough to take everything you have ... The course of history shows that

as a government grows, liberty decreases. The two enemies of the people are criminals and government, so let us tie the second down

with the chains of the constitution so the second will not become the legalized version of the Nrst". And now for the Federal Reserve,

"The end of democracy and the defeat of the American Revolution will occur when government falls into the hands of lending

institutions and moneyed incorporations". Also, Laws that forbid the carrying of arms disarm only those who are neither inclined nor

determined to commit crimes. Thank you, Thomas Jefferson.
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Sick people are proNtable people!
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Yes, Randy, humanity is subjected to a factory of chronic patients. The pharmaco-medical industry, gigantic and all-powerful

unscrupulous companies, enriched at the expense of people's illness, not health, are associated with public organizations by

introducing blackmail, bribery and bribery into their techniques. Despite the fact that the law expressly prohibits making any

type of gift to doctors, medical sales representatives, sales representatives of pharmaceutical companies, buy from doctors in

exchange for perks, in order to place their medications, which doctors dispense to their patients.

The strategy consists, in short, of having chronic patients, who have to consume all kinds of palliative products, that is, to treat

only symptoms, medicines to relieve pain, lower fever, reduce inUammation... but never the real medicine that can heal the

person. Let us be aware that Natural Medicine is the one that treats the patient in a holistic way. The person must worry about

her health, develop critical thinking, study how to heal, because in the end the true doctor is oneself.
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Thanks for the reply, Gui. It's a diabolical agenda with a simple formula...The more drugs an individual is given, the sicker they

get. The sicker they get, the more drugs are prescribed. Side effect pills for the "side effects" of the drugs; then more side effect

pills to deal with the previous "side effects" from the Nrst round of side effect pills - and so on...Let's all keep repeating the

mantra: "safe and effective, safe and effective"! It should be quite obvious by now, that these evil scum are accountable to no

one! They are now injecting children to "protect" them from Lyme disease...a disease that "they" created! We're going to start

seeing mRNA shots for everything under the sun; and that's no conspiracy theory.
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brodiebrock12
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a healthy society is not a good business model. Exactly RF
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They only proNt from brainwashed/indoctrinated people that went to public schools.
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SaritaSarah
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My doctor netted nothing from me losing weight with intermittent fasting. She netted nothing again when I took control of my

health using plant medicine. Meanwhile, she’s still on insulin for type freaking 2.
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I recently lost a lot of weight. I lost 30 doing intermittent fasting and an additional and unexpected 10, the result of seeing a natural

healer. In paying much better attention to what I put in my body, I Nnd myself angry with modern medicine very single day. My

husband’s and my families are scary unhealthy. All are on multiple meds and all have done the bioweapon. They’re all between puffy

(excess inUammation) and fat. None of them want to hear how we took back our health and in our advancing ages (56 and 60), we’re

in excellent health now. They all consider themselves healthy because X med is keeping their X condition in check. I am literally mad

about what modern medicine has done to natural healing. The brainwashing has been incredibly affective.
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As a retired registered nurse and having followed you for more than 20 years, I continue to be proud of you, Dr. Mercola.You continue

to stand tall and strong to expose the truth. I hope enough people in the United States of America and beyond are getting prepared.

Your endless research, articles, videos and beneNcial vitamins and minerals continue to be a wealth of information.Not only have you

given us the tools to take control of our own health, but to be prepared for what’s coming in what used to be called the land of the free.

As usual, to stay a free nation, it will require all of us to be the brave and Nght for our rights. Thank you again so much for trying so

hard. Blessings to you and your family.
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Lawsuits are after the fact and things need to be done now, before and during the facts. No longer sitting back in disbelief. Its real, it's

actual and there is nothing Satis-factual about it. So, there is no zippy-do-dah-day to think about and get busy contacting your

representatives. Put together plenty of dry goods in case the power goes out and stays out for a while. One guy I was talking to was

telling me he had two freezers full and a backup generator if need be. He has been prepared for a while but I was wondering that he

never mentioned it to me to see if me, his friend was doing the same.  I guess everyman for himself. I don't think that way. I like to help

others and leave no man behind mentality, even if it gets me hurt or killed. It makes me feel better at the end of the day, and that is

what is important to me. Survival: Water is a must. Many large cities have been drinking recycled water for years, basically whatever

went down the toilet, which is why I left New York City ages ago.

NYC would not go with the French cleaning drinking water system, but instead stayed with the over 100 years recycle mentality, which

is why I left the big apple many years ago. The city council would not listen, I got tired talking to the wall and so you have it, so I left. In

an emergency, if there are some plants growing no matter how dry, dig a hole in the ground a foot or more wide, deep enough so your

container sits 2 inches below the top of the hole. Place the any color plastic over the hole and used the excavated dirt to seal off the

outside edge of plastic.

Place a small pebble or dirt in the center of the plastic, so to make the plastic lower in the center. Moisture will condense on the

underside/inside of the plastic and eventually drip from the center into your container. Don't wait. Get some plastic and practice, so

you will be ready if need be. I asked my friend what he is going to do when the fuel runs out. Does he know how to dry meat? His

answer, oh yeah?
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Health is the best medicine, the best cure - the healthicine creed. When we cure by improving healthiness, health is slow and steady.

When we fail to cure by improving healthiness - the patient is healthier, not sicker. Most medicines fail to cure. When we fail to cure

with medicines, the patient is less healthy.
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Yes! At 55, I took control of my health and I feel incredible! No more meds or any kind.
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The battle between allopathy and alternative medicine actually began in the 1840's, after the founding of the American Homeopathic

Association (AHA) in 1844. Homeopathy had been spreading in the U.S. in the 1830's and 1840's, but was not yet popular enough to

constitute a threat to the allopathic system. However, after AHA was founded the AMA saw that homeopathy's popularity was growing

sueciently to present a threat to it, alongside a native herbalist tradition (called Thompsonism).

This popularity threatened the livelihoods of conventional doctors. Therefore, medical doctors founded the American Medical

Association in 1845 to buttress the power of conventional medicine. Homeopathic and herbal medicine nonetheless remained quite

popular throughout the second half of the nineteenth century, and chiropractic, osteopathic and naturopathic added to the varieties of

natural treatments during that time. By the early twentieth century, there was a true potpourri of natural treatments.

Rockefeller, seeing the value of petroleum-based medicine, did his best to quash all other types of healing. Is it any accident that big

Oil and big Pharma are two of our biggest criminals and biggest enemies of humanity in the modern world. What was begot in greed,

crime and destruction has led to even more greed, crime, and destruction. Fortunately, Nature has not been destroyed, nor has natural

healing. Nature will survive the onslaught of human waywardness and so will natural healing.
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Any natural Extinction Level Event will most likely originate from our local star - the sun, but the ultimate cause will be from the heart

of our Galaxy itself. There is plenty of evidence out there that every 6,000 to 12,000 years, there is a major natural disaster of Biblical

proportions - literally. The weakening and shifting magnetic Neld of planet Earth is not the only body in the solar system to display

ominous changes; the Sun itself and all of the planets have in recent years shown signiNcant changes caused by the changing Galactic

current sheet. There is also plenty of evidence showing that Billionaires like Bezos have spent immense amounts to construct shelters

or refuges from such events to enable them and their pals to survive said catastrophes.  To learn more about these cyclical disasters,

take a look at suspicious0bservers.org  It really is credible, scientiNc stuff.
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Explain that to all the climate activist that can't see the forest from the trees.
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But, but I always see such nice concerts on public television that say 'funded by the Rockefeller Institute'? How many concerts does Dr.

Mercola put on (sarc)?
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Situation Update, Aug 11, 2022 - Emboldened IRS demands new hires be willing to KILL AMERICANS

www.brighteon.com/40bb7acf-cf56-4248-acfb-d32053a5851b
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Just some numbers, which may not be exact, but are prob somewhere in the ballpark. My assumptions are: US population, 300

million, 4 person households (not all of who even Nle taxes!), working about 250 days a year with weekends-holidays-vacation

time. That means each IRS agent could audit aprox 19 households a day on the job. If only half the people Nle taxes, that would

be 9 households a day. Obviously, that many audits would not get done, but it would still be a large number audited. The odds of

you being audited are fairly good under the new system. Most people regard an IRS audit with the same enthusiasm they have

for hemorrhoids.

The solution to this govt overreach is to abolish the IRS and go to a nationwide sales tax. The sales tax would not apply to food,

medical, used goods (since taxes were already paid with the original purchase) or upfront taxes on certain investment accounts

set aside for later use (education, retirement, etc.). That way, if you did not have money to spend, you would not be taxed. This

would also remove money from the underground economy. No audit would be needed if a tax were collected on spending

instead of earning.
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www.lewrockwell.com/2022/08/paul-craig-roberts/will-the-united-states-..
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Two explosive stories. The Nrst story concerns new information from commercial suppliers, indicating that the world's

governments are stockpiling supplies like never before, apparently in anticipation of an extinction-level event that threatens to

wipe out the vast majority of humans living on Earth. they live today. The second story concerns the CDC suddenly reversing all

the key pillars of the COVID theater: masks, quarantines, social distancing, vaccinations, testing asymptomatic patients, and

more. Suddenly, the CDC has essentially admitted that it was all theater all along and was never backed by real "science" in the

Nrst place.

The US government is preparing for the end of the world while telling civilians that all is well. People will never be told to

prepare for anything. People are being fed by wolves and left to die while the government is tripling its own emergency plans.

Full comment at the link: SITUATION UPDATE, AUG 12, 2022 - WORLD GOVERNMENTS ARE PREPARING FOR AN EXTINCTION

LEVEL EVENT (ELE) www.brighteon.com/189b2b22-ea87-4fd2-90e9-4088198d93af
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In the video Adams says that World War III, extreme drought and global food shortages, among others, could potentially wipe

out humanity. The United States is moving toward a mass exodus from collapsing cities and states. She told her viewers to save

themselves from a world of demonic globalists trying to exterminate humanity. People must do whatever it takes to prepare and

be ready to become one of the survivors on Earth who has to rebuild civilization. The radio host, photographer and book author

believes that all the problems plaguing the world are being orchestrated by globalists, including the mega-drought and abortion.

According to Quayle, the mega-drought that is being experienced in different parts of the globe is the product of climate

change.

Meanwhile, she called abortion an "orchestrated extinction" of the human race. Quayle said the conUuence and escalation of

problems facing humanity come from all directions at once. She added that this is the "Luciferian design to overwhelm the

human race with multiple facets and vectors." The looming nuclear war and biological weapons from the Wuhan coronavirus

(COVID-19) vaccine could hasten the planned extermination of humanity. BREAKING POINT FOR AMERICA: STEVE QUAYLE AND

MIKE ADAMS WARN OF THE COMING NULLIFICATION, SECESSION AND CIVIL WAR

www.brighteon.com/99d1545c-e6cd-41fa-b5a3-6e88998859ed
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The militarization of the IRS has little to do with collecting taxes. It will be used to target people that oppose any oecial

narrative, under the guise of tax fraud. What easier way could there be to eliminate resistance? After all, who could possibly be

in 100% compliance with the tens of thousands of pages of tax code? Not even the most honest person with a team of lawyers

and accountants could manage to Nll out a perfect tax return based on a tax code like that. Those FEMA camps are up and

running and waiting.
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I hope they come audit me.
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ttwdem... When you sign tax statements you must say that you understand what you sign. Who an possibly understand the

entire tax code?
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Such an excellent interview with Roman! Thank you so much for your bravery and all you are doing for us!
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EVERYONE, please read the book “Doctor on Trial: The Landmark Battle for Medical Freedom of Choice” by Merilyn Muesing. Her

father was a naturopathic doctor who was put in jail in his 80s because he practiced natural medicine. She also talks about the

persecution of Harry Hoxsey by Morris Fishbein of the American Medical Association (AMA). There’s so much more - Merilyn herself

cured herself of rheumatoid arthritis in 2.5 years even though her doctor told her that she’d be in a wheelchair in 5 years. All by

changing the way she ate - no pharmaceutical medications.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM
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This is by far the best report by Dr. Mercola I've ever read. I saved the PDF! God Bless Dr. M!
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Here is the whole story, if you're interested: www.corbettreport.com/bigoil
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pjmauigirl
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM
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I want to say Thank You to Dr. Mercola for empowering people to take charge of their own health. As a relative newcomer to this site, I

have to say, in this short time I've personally been helped with many of the recommendations and perhaps, most importantly, I've been

able to do my own research and decline some medical treatments with potentially devastating side effects recommended to me for a

couple of "serious" diagnoses. I can now so clearly see the fear mongering used to get patients to comply and say "hell no".
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JackSS
Joined On 6/26/2021 3:25:22 PM
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ALLOPATHY= CUT, BURN & POISON. REAL HEALTH CARE=EXERCISE, PROPER NUTRITION AND NERVE SYSTEM INTEGRITY
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, the article is correct. The world as we know it is based on money. The grand masters of money are the wealthy

individuals from people that control everything with their use of said money. I am reminded of the Nctional novel called "The

Godfather." The man was a refugee from the MaNa in the old country. Yet he designed and used the facts that everyone is a sinner of

one kind or another. So he controlled politicians, judges, and numerous other people who owed him favors. That made him a very

powerful man in our society. Yet this Godfather was an amateur. Obviously The Rockefellers and Gates of this world have proven that

to be so many times in so many ways.

I have to remain curious. With the corruption of our entire medical profession, just who do the Gates and Rockefellers of this world go

to when they also come down sick? There is a tribe in South American Jungles with a very intimate knowledge of herbal medicine.

They claim the jungle speaks to them. And therefore many things wrong with people are treated in that jungle with plants that tribe is

the only ones knowledgeable about. I notice John Rockefeller died in the late 1930s. Gates will die. The Rockefeller family will die. All

within a certain period of time noted by the life insurance industry not individuals but patterns common in groups of people.

The forensic side of things is very interesting. Because every individual on this planet that we know about will likely die within 125-135

years of their birth. Then what? Is the soul an actual thing? Is there judgment somehow, somewhere, after death. Is there an entity that

designed and created it all? Does memory survive to recycle back into another body? Are we reborn over and over again? IF any of this

is true, then what awaits these individuals described in this article? They obviously believe it all ends at death. Or they would not be

doing what they are doing.
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jack23orourke
Joined On 1/6/2019 9:20:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks again. I think you have their methods out of order. First comes the proNtable solution, then they create the problem 2nd.
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read the SPARS 2025 paper by Johns Hopkins University et al. It details a pandemic eerily like Covid that is ultimately ended by

children being permanently injured resulting in government payouts when this exceeds deaths perceived as “taking one for the team.”

www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/Center-projects/completed-pro..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you on this terrorist list? americasfreedomNghters.com/72-types-of-americans-considered-as-domest..
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a lot of scaremongering going on all over the place, scared fearful people are easy to control. Don't live in fear be free.
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Governments DEPEND on that 'fear'....and you are so correct, DO NOT LIVE IN FEAR! If God be with you, who can come against

you!
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rockefeller (Standard Oil) was also suspected of derailing Henry Ford's electric car, thus limiting Thomas Edison's nickel-iron (NI-FE)

battery production, that set back the electric vehicle production 100+ years. The electric vehicle is now going through a come-back

that will hopefully inspire a revival of natural ( and self-help), alternative medicinal practices and products. I realize EVs are not for

everyone, but they do have their time and place, especially for local driving.

www.hagerty.com/media/automotive-history/116-years-before-the-mach-e-h..
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jjack7977
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Add as Friend  Send Message

So these 'charging stations' are popping up everywhere. Here in Central Texas we have Buccee's that have 100's of gas pumps

and now many EV charging stations These are powered by 300KW DEISEL Generators and run on DEISEL fuel that consumes

around 8 gallons of fuel per hour! They are also backed up by 'coal' Nred power plants! So how 'eecient" are EV's.......NOT VERY!

New Ford E150 EV.....towing a very small 2500 lb RV, managed to get 80 miles before having to recharge, took 3 hours to charge

to 100% Tell me again how better of the are and at a cost of over $100K Not to mention the 'kids' in slavery digging for the

Lithium and how dirty that process is or how mush energy it takes to make just one battery! You are living in LA LA Land
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone reading today needs to realize electric vehicles may be emitting EMFs throughout the vehicle cabin...Jack Kruse tells

a story that he apparently tried to bring his meters onboard for a ride, it was not appreciated.
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"jach", I can understand the environmental costs of lithium batteries, but as I stated, Edison created an environmentally friendly

nickel-iron (NI-FE) battery that can last indeNnitely. The reason was/is that neither the nickel cathode or the iron anode ever

wore out. Rather, it is the potash electrolyte that wore out and needed to be replaced ~ every 7 years. Both the Henry Ford

Museum and the Jay Leno car collection have 100 Y.O. old Baker Electric vehicles on display with their original working NIFE

batteries. As I suggested, these electric vehicles have their time and place, (mainly for local driving), so don't worry about

driving to "la-la land".
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi "rrrosie", yeah, these modern day electric vehicles are hi-tech complicated with many power supply inverters that osscilate

the DC to various AC thus creating EMFs. I guess it's beyond these electrical engineers to keep things simple as in Edison's days

where the auto electrics were all DC, no/low EMFs.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The greatest Hocus-Pocus event since the dawn of a company auditors blue ball point pen to paper, are the conNscations of trusting

wellness givers by insurance congloms OKEE DOKEE frauds for non-stop proNts, granted blindly and assuredly by the 1986 act of no

fault ever vaxxine rules and regs. And to this day...TB is still the TOP killer disease currently not on display! So if you think Cov19 is a

horrible death and sickness cuz it makes daily headlines, guess again. https://tbfacts.org   deaths-from-tb
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CPM Control, Power & Money. Create the problem and provide the chosen solutions
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Shepard505
Joined On 7/26/2018 10:09:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reducing dairy animals under the nitrogen theory is also a possibility in California, not just the Netherlands. This is under CARB,

California Air Resources board scoping session possibility. Dairys may be separately regulated and required to reduce numbers to

meet CARB nitrogen regulations if adopted. Scary.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Even better...........look into the 'creation' of the Spanish Flu'! Shortly after the Rockefellers took over the pharma industry (in the Bible

pharma=sorcery, witchcraft, poison, necromancy) around 1917, the 'outbreak' of an unknown illness in a military base in Kansas that

was rolling out the worldwide introduction of the telegraph, lots of EMF and radio waves present. This illness had never been seen

before and since it was 'spreading rapidly for (unknown reasons)', they said it was 'inUuencing' those around the ill!....hence, The Flu!
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Want to do something about this? You can. Here's how - secularheretic.substack.com/.../slaying-dragons
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DrPaulNsh
Joined On 2/24/2018 9:51:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Chiropractic profession was the lone voice in the wilderness for the past 125 years, speaking out against the AMA and the

Rockefellers. We won several court cases, including Wilk vs. AMA, that stopped the American medical system from becoming a

complete monopoly. Without chiropractic Nghting the good Nght all these years, there would be no natural health in this country. The

chiropractic profession has its problems as well, but we deserve credit for holding the line while Osteopathy and others got corrupted

or put their heads in the sand.
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rrealrose
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Here's another suggestion from Del BigTree: "It’s Time to Sue Over the Vaccine Mandates: Del Bigtree | Crossroads - The Epoch

Times" - - www.bitchute.com/.../nV0zNo9CR7j0  - -
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Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Insurance even pays for chiropractic services now. That says it all. Therapy over surgery and Therapy is more successful and

cheaper. Go Ngure! Now Big Insurance covers chiropractic visits.
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MagnumOpus
Joined On 3/12/2014 4:33:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Deuterium being low due to chloroplasts was the secret for the Hippocrates Medicines from plants, Myrrh, et al. Rockefellers drove up

deuterium levels in foods making 15 out of 16 people metabolically unNt. Much of that due to carbs and sugars forced into the food

triangle by Ansel Keys trying to conceal the P&G's Crisco problems due to being too loaded with deuterium via hydrogenation.  They

replaced poor fats with higher deuterium loaded sugars and carbs to conceal the health harms due to P&G's hydrogenated Crisco.  

Dirty Games in food sciences that is still cuaing huge problems today. Driving up carbs and sugar shut down mitochondria based

melatonin production driving down cell repair and health. Melatonin and Pathological Cell Interactions: Mitochondrial Glucose

Processing in Cancer Cells www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8621753
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is Max Igan talking to yourselve ...take time and listen to him.  www.bitchute.com/.../o5qrGDu2xFhw
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nigelhowittproton
Joined On 1/21/2022 6:22:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The last dot that must be connected is to see that the CABAL, and the Rockefellers are the ones maintaining the virus idea and the

myth of contagion. It is only by looking for the evidence supporting the alleged existence of viruses that we will ever come to grasp

that medicine and health are the issue by which they are seeking to enslave us. It is only by questioning contagion and viruses that we

will ever succeed in blocking the impending totalitarianism. They are using the virus against us! The myth of contagion is the

supposed justiNcation for quarantining and the forced movement of people. It conveniently disguises arbitrary detention with a veneer

of credibility. But the ideas is false and it must be exposed as false if we are to avoid totalitarianism. Come on you thinking people!
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Join the dots! Grasp the nettle. See this issue as the fundamental that must be address if the bio-security state is to be avoided.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/13/2022 4:25:11 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Nigel, You mean like this? "Dr. Robert Young - “Viruses Don’t Exist” Explained, Nanotech Inside People is a Weapon":::

www.bitchute.com/.../sXNh6P2xnRnz

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/13/2022 8:18:18 AM
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not share Dr. Mercola's optimism. When my medication runs out, I will die. With so many people sick globally from the 'food'

system-when the pharmacies won't Nll the meds without your 'mark', it will be over for too many.
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jjack7977
Joined On 5/23/2017 6:57:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So why don't you look into 'natural' ways to health? You cannot poison yourself to health with 'drugs' from a doctor that wants

you to stay on those drugs I am with a woman whom when we Nrst met some 7 years ago was on 'Thyroid' drugs from doc that

said she would die with out them! I introduced her to healthy ways and naturopathic herbs and vitamin supplements plus

healthy eating Guess what, within 2 months she was off the 'drugs' and began loosing weight, her doc said she would not make

it without the drugs! Here we are 7 years later, she has dropped 40 lbs, in a size 4, working 6 days a week and never looked

better, oh, and she told the doc to stick them where the sun don't shine Just sayin!
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Joined On 8/18/2021 1:14:40 AM
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Jeremiah.8 - I understand your point - but exactly for this reason I am working on to replace my medication with natural product

>> giving myself chance to live longer. I have HBP & tachycardia > already I know from research that hawthorn reduces blood

pressure well enough so now I need to Nnd a solution to the tachycardia... Similar way you could perhaps do help yourself
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You have nothing to lose. There's plenty of people on this forum with near death experiences that are doing quite well on the

Mercola-Method of diet and lifestyle. Insanity is doing the same thing over and over and expecting different results.
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Obviously Guillermou is very intelligent and knows a lot of stuff about these issues. However, I wish we would see less pontiNcating

and more positive suggestions on how to move forward. We already know it is bad out there. What should we do?
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My sense is that, while it's good to be informed, it's very important to not give our energy to fear and hatred which only feeds the

'beast'. There is a lot of "fear porn" on all sides and it sucks one's energy. Focus on what you want more than on what you don't

want. Take charge of what you feed your mind, your body and your soul. Get in touch with the natural world as much as

possible; get outdoors, grow a few herbs or plants or a full on garden. Get some long term supplies on hand, it helps with feeling

more secure. Focus on the simple kindnesses to and from others. Look around. What is actually happening in YOUR world? The

media is not the real world; get information but don't stew in it and give it more of your energy than necessary.
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???
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Most of the articles are diecult to read, as they do not Uow. I like the topics but lose interest with the makeup of the composition.
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That's the vaccine side effect
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